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Nonlinear Saturation of the Trapped-Ion Mode 
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Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University 

Princeton, New Jersey 08540 

ABSTRACT 

A nonlinear model ·of the collisional trapped-ion 

mode in tokamak geometry is presented, in which the 

energy in long wavelength instabilities is tran~ferred 

to short wavelength modes which are then damped by ion 

bounce resonances • Near marginal stability, the 

saturation of a single unstable Fourier mode is computed. 

Far from marginal stability, steady state nonlinear 

solitary waves containing many Fourier modes are found. 

Particle transport is computed in both cas·es • 
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1-4 It is well known that p_lasn:i.a confinement in toroidal 
, 

devices may be seriously impaired by the development of insta-

bilities associated with the trapped particles, namely that 
I 

cla~s of particles ~hich oscillate in magnetic wells created by 

th~ inherent magnetic field inhomogeneity. In the next genera-
.• .t. . 

· tion of tokamaks, the ion temperature should·be sufficiently 

large for the ions to enter the banana regime. In this parameter 

range (where the effective ion .collision frequency, 
ef f 

V • I is 
l 

, T 
less than the trapped ion bounce frequency wbi) the dissipative .. 

trapped-ion mode, a· drift wave driven unstable by electron 

collisi9ns, is theoretically predicted to appear. 

. 1-4 
Several authors have studied the linear developm~nt of 

this instability which appears in the limit where. the mode 

frequen,cy w
0 

is much.less than both the trapped ion bounce 

frequency and the effective electron collision frequency· 
J 

(v - ef f I h I . h . = ve = ~~ E , were E =· r Rist e· inverse· aspect ratio} .. 

In this limit, the linear dispersion relation is 

where w 
0 

frequency, v+ 

w = w + i[Cw
2 I .v )- · ] o o · v+ - ·yLD (1) 

w* being the electron diamagnetic drift 

= v,/E is the effective io~ collision 
l . 

frequency and YLD , which represents the effect of Landau damp-

2-4 
ing by ion bounce resonances, is given ~Y 

= A'. ( l. _ 3 . ) 4/ ( T . 3 
2 n. w wb.) 

l 0 l ( 2) 

... \1 
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where A' is a constant qf order unity and ni = dinTi/dinn is 

required to be less than 2/3 to.ensure Landau damping rather 

2-4 than growth. 

In this letter, we study the nonlinear evolution· of this 

mode in order to determine the saturation level of the f luctuat-

ing electric fields. Knowing the saturation level we then 

compute the particle transport caused by this instability. The 

anal¥sis is performed· using a slab model, first proposed.by 

Kadomtsev and Pogutse, 5 which includes the nonlinear Ex B motion 

of the trapped particles. Other nonlinear effects, such as 

particle detrapping by the electrostatic potential
6 ar~ not 

included in this treatment. The basic mechanism for the satura-

tion of the mode is the effective transfer of energy from long 

wavelength to short wavelength modes which are then damped by 

ion1bounce resonances for sufficiently weak temperature 

gradients (n. < 2/3). 
. 1 

The basic model consists of the two dimensional continuity 

equations describing the field-line-averaged Ex B.convection 

of the trapped particles: 

anT ./at.+ c(e x ~¢/B)•VnT . = 
e,1 - - e,1 

-v [n T . -
-,+ e,1 

and the quasineutrality condition 

(l-E:1
/

2 )n exp(e¢/T) 
0 

T 1/2 . = ni + (1 - E )n
0 

e~p(-e¢/T) 

( 3) 

.( 4) 

where nT . is the number density of trapped particles, El/2 is e,1 
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a measure of the f~~ction 6f tiap~ed particles, and the unit 

vector e is directed along the magnetic field. These equatio_ns 

are analyzed in the slab limit with the usual coordinate r , 

r(e - s/q}, (s , e being the toroidal and poloidal angles and q 

the safety factor) replaced by x , y . 

In the limit, y_ >> d/dt ~ w
0 

>> v+ appropriate to the 

dissipative trapped-ion mode we combine Eqs. (3) and (4) to obtain 

the following nonlinear partial ~~f ferenbial equation for the 

f lubtuating potenti~l ~ = ecf>/T 

(5) 

where V* = - (E:l/ 2 /2) (cT/eB) ((Hnn/ax) is the trapped electron 

diamagnet~c drift velocity. ·In deriving Eq. (5), we have 

as-s'\.uned (i) ecfJ/T << 1 so that exp(ecfJ/T) ~ 1. + ecf>/T and (ii) the 

gradient in number density is constant so that terms involving 

2 2 a n/ax can be dropped. We also find that the contribution of 

the x derivatives of cf> to Eq. (5) are smaller by w /v = k V*/v 
0 - y -

than the contributions from the y derivatives. This latter fact 

~nables us to reduce the basic eqriations to the one dimensi0nal 

form. 

To lowest order Eq. (5) reduces to a~/at + V* a~/ay = 0 , 

which describes the undamped propagation of drift waves in the 

direction of the electron diamagnetic drift .. In the next order, 

moving to the drift frame ~ = y - V*t and neglecting ion 

collisions one finds an equation of the form of, the reversed 

Burgers ~quation. The solutions to .this equation 

--
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exhibit gradients t_hat become increasingly strong. (tending 

toward discontinuity) as t + 00 Thus, Eq. (5) demonstrates the 

transfer of wave energy from long to s·hort wavelengths but it. 

does not contain a·mechanism for saturation. As noted earlier, 

the linear. kinetic theory of this mode indicates that for 

sufficiently weak temperature gradients, the· unsta_ble spectrum 

is limited at short wavelengths by Landau damping from the ion 

2-4 bounce resonances. To incorporate this important velocity-

space dissipative effect into our fiuid model, we add to Eq. (5) 

the damping term given in Eq. (2), rewritten as 

· ) ( / T )3 ~4~;~n4 . A' (1 - .l.5ni v* v* wb~ a w a When linearized Eq. (5) . now 

correctly reproduces the dispersion relation given by Eq. (1). 

The Landau damping by ion bounce resonances is the mechanism 

through which the plasma· absorbs the energy transferred from 

l~g to short wavelengths by the nonlinearity, and thus quenches 

the instability after a finite time of growth. Introducing the 
. 2 . 1/2 

dimensionless variables T = (w /v ) t , ~ = n/r , 1jJ = (v ./t. w ) <P 
0 - - 0 

where w = V*/r the equation describing the growth and saturation 
. 0 . 

of the fluctuating potential becomes 

T 2 · T 
where a= A' (1 - l.5n.) (w /wb.) (v /wb.) is a measure of the 

1 0 . 1 - 1 

relative strength of Landau damping compared ·to the electron 

(6) 

. 2 . 
collisional growth and v = v v+/w

0
. Solutions to Eq •. (6) .are 

requiie~ to satisfy p~riodic boundary conditions ljJ(~) = iµ·(~ + 2rr) 
.. 

in accordance with toroidal periodicity, over a length 2rr~ • 
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In this ietter, appro~imate ~olutions are obtained' for con-

ditions neat marginal stabiiity, and £or unstable situations in 

which mahy modes a:te excited. Th.e distinction ·between the .two 

cases is determined by.the magnitude of ·the-Landau damping 

factor .·a .• 

The~6urier.iepreientaticin· 

00 

ljJ{~,T) = .L:· l)J~{T) sin n~ 
J 

('7) 

satisfies the ~eri6dic bound~ry conditions and ha~ the o~~ parity, 

l)JCt>"= - l)J(~~) de~~nded by Eq. (6). Stibstituting this into 

Eq. (6) gives 

( 8) . 

. •( 

. . 
2· 4 . . . . ' ·'.th· 

where y = n - an - v i~ the lineat· growth r~te of th~ n n . 

Fourier i:node. For negligible ion·collisl.on~ldainping.(v + 0), 

we note· that i{ 0. 25 < a < 1 then only the n = L mode is 

unstable, while if a << .1 , the'n all modes with n < a - 11.2 wl.11 

be unstable. Near marginal stability where there is only a·single 

unstable ~ode with a small growth rate, Eq.-. (8) can be solved by 

a mode coupling calculation. Letting ri = p be the single unstable 

mode, it is seen that.the mode grows till the quadratic non

linearity effectively couples l.~ to the nonlinearly generated 

damped mode n = 2p . the equations describing coupling between 

the· two, modes are:. 

· .. ,_ 

1 .• , ,, 

.. 
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(9) 

( 10) 

which can be solved to obtain expressions for. ~ (T) and ~ 2 (T) • p . p . 

We note that as T + 00 ~p + (YPIY 2pl)
112

/p and ~ 2P + Yp/p · 

The case O < a << 1 , far from marginal stability, can be 

studied by using a multiple scale length expans.ion to obtain a 

steady state solution to E~. (6). With v = 0 the equation to 

be solved is 

0 , where ~(t; + 2n) = ~ (t;) = -~ (-t;) • (11) 

If the nonlinear term in Eq. (11) were missing, then the 

periodic solutions of the linear· equation would have ·a spatial 

dependence like sin t;/a1/ 2 . Since a >> 1 , this space scale 

variation is much faster than t; • ·Guided by this,. we introduce 

two space scales and look for solutions which may be expanded 

in the form: 

(12) 

where the quantities. A(t;) , c1 Cs) , etc.,.are also to be expanded 

in power series in a112 We substitute Eq. (12) into Eq. (li). 
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. -1/2 . and keep terms of order a and terms of order unity. After 

some straightforward algebra, we find 

ac
1 
~ - AC1 = 0 (13) 

(14) 

Equations<(l3) are solved 'simultaneously' to obtain 

= C nd(A~,:k) m .. 
(15) 

·.A 
2 . . 

- Ak sn(\~,k)cn(A~·,k)nd(A.t,:,k) (16) 

2 . 2 
with A= C /2k' and k' = 1 - k ,.where. A and k are unknown 

:- . m . 

constants. The Jacobi elliptic fun~tfons nd(u,k) , sn(u~k) .~ 

an4 en (u,k) are per~_od·ic functions of u with a periodicity 

2K(k) for both nd and the product of sn with en , K(k) being 

the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. 

From the periodic bo~ndary conditions, lji(~ + 2rr) ·= l/J(O , 

it foliows thaf A(~+ 2rr) =A(~) and c1 (~ + 2rr) = c1 (~). The 

periodicity of A and c1 _is assured by -t~e choice 2nA = 2K(k) 

whence rrC = 2k'K(k) . ~he periodicity on the' slow scale of m .. 

the sine function in Eq. (12) demands 

(17) 

..... ,~ 

.... 

, . 
. / 
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1/2 
where ~ is the intege~_nearest to l/a , and E(k) is the com-

plete elliptic integral of the second kind. The function F(k) 

varies between - 1/24 fork= 0 and 00 for.k = 1 • The solution 

is then 

\jJ = ~ nd(Krr~·,k)[k 2 sn(Krr~ ,k)cn(Krr~ ,k) + 2(1.:. k
2

)
1

/
2 

sin(a1j 2 )} 

(18) 

valid in the limit a << 1 . The form of \jJ for some particular 

k values i~ shown in Fig. 1. 

With the ·fluctuating electrostatic potentials driven by the 

instability calculated in the two li~its a - 1 and ~ << 1 we 

can·compute the particle transport using the expression 

~·/ 

for the diffusion coefficients. 

for a -· 1 

D = --
\) 

T 3 

(wbi) (~)2 
v erB· f (k) for a << 1 

where f (k) = 2E(k)K(k)/rr
2 

; over a broad range of k within 

0 < k < 1 , we have f (k) - 0.5 - 1.0 . 

(19) 

(2 0) 

( 21) 

In this paper we have analyzed the nonlinear evolution of 

the dissipative trapped-ion mode for conditions near marginal 

stability (a - 1) and for situations where many linearly 

:, 
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unstable modes are present (a << 1). Iri each case the conv~ctive 

rionlinearity transfets energy from long wavelength modes to short 

wavelength modes which are then Landau damped by ion bounce reso

nances. The saturated potentials have been computed and used to 

calculate the diffusion that results from the instability. The 

diffusion coefficient is a strongly increasing function of' tem

perature. However, for high temperatures the ratio of the mode 

frequency to the effective electron ~ollision frequency, w
0

/v_ , 

which is an expansion parameter in both the usual. linear theory 

and our nonlinear analysis becomes of the order unity or more. 

Hence, in this regime our analysis ceases to be vaiid.-

Parameters of next-generation ·tokamaks typically fall into the 

regime w /v << 1 , and ·SO it is of interest. to compare the 
, 0 -

relative magnitudes of the diffusion coefficient giyen in Eq. 

(2-i) to one suggested by Kadomtsev and Pogutse, 5 namely 

D - · (r/R) 512 (cTe/eB) 
2 /4v er~ For .typical parameters (n - lo14 cm -:- 3 , 

-
T 2 keV , R = 150 cm , rn = 50 cm , B = 50 kG , q - 3) we find 

that our diffusion coefficient is about a factor 6 smaller than 

Kadomtsev and Pogutse's. 

This work was supported by USAEC. Contract AT(ll-1)-3073. 

We also acknowledge useful discussions with D~. H. Berk~ 
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Fig. 1. Typical potential wavefo.rm computed using Eq. (18) 
with ~ = 0.01 and k = 1. 
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